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Abstract: Distributed renewable energy offers an exciting opportunity for sustainable transition and
climate change mitigation. However, it is overlooked in most of the conventional tradable green
certificates programs. Blockchain shows an advantage of incorporating a galaxy of distributed
prosumers in a transparent and low-cost manner. This paper proposes I-Green, a blockchain-based
individual green certificates system for promoting voluntary adoption of distributed renewable
energy. Combing the features of blockchain technology and the theories of social norm and peer effects,
the novel green ratio incentive scheme and proof of generation consensus protocol are designed
for I-Green. A blockchain simulator is constructed to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of
I-Green system. The simulation results present its potential for facilitating widespread adoption of
distributed generation, and confirm the feasibility of blockchain as the information communication
technology (ICT).

Keywords: blockchain simulation; incentive mechanism; consensus protocol; distributed energy;
green certificates

1. Introduction

In the era of sustainable transition, distributed renewable energy plays a significant role in
greenhouse gases abatement. Compared to centralized generation, distributed generation presents
advantages including less transmission loss, flexibility and resilience [1]. Efficiency and reliability of
distributed generation have been improved, owing to the rapid development of distributed energy
resources (DERs) and distributed energy storage systems (DESS) [2]. Additionally, microgrids are
constructed in many areas for local energy sharing and load balancing, which improves the utilization
of distributed generated power [3]. Distributed energy, therefore, is promising in accommodating the
growing energy demand and accelerating renewable energy transformation.

DER deployment has been expanding over the last decade in many developed countries,
such as Denmark, Germany, Japan and U.S. (https://www.qianzhan.com/analyst/detail/220/180418-
ebc688e9.html). However, in many countries in South America, Asia, and Africa, distributed generation
constitutes only a small fraction of total power capacity, and distributed energy is not sufficiently
utilized. A combination of regulatory, economic, social and technical issues impedes widespread
adoption of distributed renewable energy [4,5]. In addition to regulatory uncertainties and installation
investment, public attitude towards DERs is a main barrier in many cases [6]. Some residents are
reluctant to have energy generation systems on site, as they take up space and might be unpleasant
to the eye. Besides, most residents have little knowledge or experience in DERs. Lack of reliable and
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individually-relevant information about technology performance, daily operation and maintenance
deters them from deploying DERs [7].

For motivating renewable energy adoption, tradable green certificates (TGCs) and renewable energy
certificates (RECs) schemes are widely implemented all over the world. One TGC or REC represents the
generation of a certain amount of electricity from a renewable energy source. In compliance REC and TGC
markets, electrical power distributors and suppliers are required to buy certificates from renewable power
plants, as a proof of providing renewable energy to their customers. These markets have been proved
by several research to be inefficient and economically unfavorable to end-consumers [8,9]. There are
also voluntary certificates markets, but most REC and TGC schemes failed to engage consumers and
prosumers (Prosumers are people who consume and produce electricity in the meanwhile.), or to motivate
distributed generation.

With properties of decentralization, transparency, immutability and security, blockchain technology
offers an unprecedented opportunity for promoting distributed renewable energy. The first blockchain
was conceptualized by Nakamoto’s white paper on Bitcoin [10], the pioneering digital currency to
solve the double-spending problem without requiring a trusted authority. Blockchain is a distributed
ledger technology. Transactions are encapsulated in a “block”, which is cryptographically linked to the
previous block, forming a ledger in a form of chained blocks. Through peer to peer communication,
the ledger is shared on a distributed network, where each node can have a copy of the ledger.
Following the consensus protocol, nodes collectively maintain the ledger and achieve consistency.
With the evolvement of blockchain technology, the second generation of its application—smart contract,
has emerged. Smart contracts contain computer code converted from contractual clauses or interaction
rules. They are stored on blockchains and executed automatically when the predefined triggers happen.
Smart contracts on blockchains are self-executed and self-enforced [11], fostering collaborations among
known or unknown participants [12]. The features and capabilities of blockchain technology are
consistent with the requirements of a voluntary certificates market. Without the need of intermediaries,
it allows direct interactions among prosumers and consumers in a costless manner, which could lead
to off-line communications in communities and impact people’s attitude. Owing to its transparency
and immutability, a reliable record of the generation and transaction of certificates can be constructed,
rendering a trustworthy and attractive system. Appropriate incentive mechanisms could be coded in
smart contracts, deployed and automatically executed on blockchains. Therefore, blockchain technology
is worth to be explored for facilitating certificates markets and distributed energy adoption.

In this research, we leverage blockchain technology and design I-Green, a blockchain-based
individual green certificates system for prosumers and consumers in a community. A simulation
approach is deployed to examine and improve the effectiveness and efficiency of I-Green. This paper
consists of several parts:

1. Combing the transparency and reliability of blockchain technology and the theories of social norm
and peer effects, this research designs a novel incentive mechanism of I-Green—the green ratio
scheme, for motivating voluntary green certificates trading between consumers and prosumers.

2. This research designs the cryptocurrency and the consensus protocol of I-Green—proof of
generation, which has a synergy effect with the green ratio scheme.

3. A simulation approach is applied to study both agents’ behavior and system performance of the
designed I-Green blockchain. Simulations with different consensus protocols, incentive intensities,
and network scales indicate that I-Green has the potential to effectively and efficiently facilitate
adoption of distributed renewable energy.

4. The light-weight blockchain simulator constructed in this research retains the principles and
logics of blockchain operation and simultaneously incorporates agents’ behavior. Therefore, it can
be used to investigate both blockchain performance and interactions on blockchains with varying
blockchain configurations and market schemes.
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This article is arranged as following: Section 2 reviews related literature and projects;
in Section 3, design of I-Green system is demonstrated, including the architecture, cryptocurrency,
incentive mechanism and consensus protocol; the simulation framework is constructed in Section 4;
Section 5 presents simulation results and analysis of I-Green; Section 6 concludes.

2. Related Literature and Projects

The idea of leveraging blockchain technology to facilitate low-carbon and renewable development
has emerged since the proliferation of blockchain technology. The blockchain technology has been
explored to improve the accountability and transparency of carbon markets [13–15], green supply
chain [16] and reward environmentally-friendly behaviors [17]. However, literature works on
application of blockchain in the renewable energy field mainly concern peer to peer energy trade [18,19]
and resource optimization on microgrids [20–22]. Studies on blockchain-based energy certificates
are limited.

Cryptocurrency [23] is a medium of exchange and an incentive in consensus protocols of
blockchains. A conceptual framework for developing renewable energy certificates as cryptocurrencies
on Ethereum blockchain was proposed in [24]. It provided a brief description on how certificates
can be issued by PUC (public utility emission) and traded between QP (qualified producers) and
UP (unqualified producers) without a detailed system design. A small-scale experiment of peer
to peer green certificates trade through blockchain was conducted in several solar energy-powered
buildings [25]. It confirmed the feasibility of blockchain for supporting transactions, and concluded that
a permission role is in need for many blockchain applications in real-world scenarios. In [26], two cases
of applying blockchain technology to energy certificates markets were analyzed. Benefits of introducing
blockchain were identified, including lower transaction cost, increased reliability, transparency and
security. Studies on applying blockchain technology to environment and energy credits are at an early
stage, as most of them proposed conceptual models without clear incentive schemes.

There are several articles conducting further research on design and simulation of blockchain-based
certificates and energy trading systems. Simulations are mostly conducted on existed blockchains,
especially Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric. In [27], green certificates trading was simulated between
20 households with smart contracts on Ethereum blockchain. Without effective incentives, it simply
assumed that all consumers buy cryptocurrencies to cover all of their consumption. With an electricity
pricing scheme for load balancing, peer to peer energy trade was simulated on Ethereum in [28].
Similarly, a local energy market was designed and simulated on a private Ethereum blockchain in [29].
A blockchain-based double auction energy trading platform was simulated in [30], but it focused on
analyzing the impacts of peer to peer trading on distribution network. Scanergy [31,32] designs a
cryptocurrency, NRG Coin to motivate prosumers to assist with the grid load balancing. NRG Coins
can be used as a payment for certain amount of electricity. Scanergy pays prosumers with NRG Coins
for the feed-in electricity, the amount of which is adjusted according to the electricity demand and
load balancing. This dynamic granting mechanism influences prosumers’ uploading of distributed
generation. Simulation of Scanergy [33] concluded that digital currencies could be an important
ingredient in the design of incentive mechanisms. These simulations mainly focused on analyzing
market activities of participating agents, leaving out the evaluation of the operation of underlying
blockchain systems. On the other hand, in the broader field of blockchain, simulation method was mostly
used for studying performance, cost and security of PoW blockchains [34–36]. A private blockchain
was simulated with various block intervals and numbers of confirmation blocks in [37], and the latency
was accordingly evaluated. In [38], a scalable blockchain simulator VIBES was proposed, which takes
parameterized blockchain and network settings as inputs, and derives performance metrics according to
pre-defined formulas. Simulation of Scanergy [33] concluded that cryptocurrencies could be an important
ingredient in the design of incentive mechanisms. In summary, a blockchain simulation framework for
analyzing both system performance and agents’ behavior is missed in existing literature.
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Blockchain technology has been applied by several practical endeavors in distributed renewable
energy promotion programs. Smart Solar (https://www.ideocolab.com/prototypes/smartsolar) is a
project of IDEO, aiming to design a blockchain-connected solar panel that proves and tracks generated
energy as well as creates and transacts RECs autonomously. EW origin (https://energyweb.org/origin/)
is a decentralized application developed by Energy Web Foundation for recording the provenance and
tracking the ownership of renewable energy generation, with information of location, time, source type,
and CO2 emissions. Launched in 2014, SolarCoin (https://solarcoin.org/en/node/6) is a solar electricity
reward program, granting cryptocurrencies to solar energy producers. The cryptocurrency is listed on
several exchanges but suffers from undervaluation due to inflation, which counteracts its effectiveness.

Social norms and peer effects are two theories in psychology and sociology, often utilized for
motivating pro-environmental activities. For the design of incentive mechanisms of the blockchain-based
certificates system, the theories and their effects are reviewed. Social norm is the perceived prevalent
conduct of a group and believed to be appropriate and acceptable by most individuals. Research on
the role of social norms in promoting environmentally-friendly behavior has started several decades
ago, confirming that people tend to approach to social norms when they learn they are outliers [39–41].
Social norms, therefore, can be harnessed for motivating pro-environmental behaviors. Field experiments
and practical pilot projects have been conducted, such as the one in Sacramento, California, which cut
energy demand by 2%, just by telling residents their energy usage level compared to their neighbors’.
Social norms are classified as descriptive norms and injunctive norms. Descriptive norms are perceptions
of the most general behaviors of the majority people, while injunctive norms involve perceptions of what
behaviors are typically approved or disapproved. In [42], it is found that the descriptive norms make
a change to energy consumption behavior but also lead to boomerang effects, by which households
with a lower-than-average power consumption tend to consume more once they know that they are
doing better than their neighbors. New information and communication (ICT) technologies that address
the invisibility of typical behaviors are essential for the formation and functioning of social norms [43].
In terms of peer effects, the survey and regression model in [7] concluded that both passive peer effects
(effects of seeing photovoltaic (PV) systems in the neighborhood), and active peer effects (effects of
in-person communication with PV owners) accelerate the decision process of solar adoption. Survey in
North California conducted by [44] confirmed that neighbors with PV are key information channels
in the spread of solar, and that the peer effect is a common motivator for adoption. To summarize,
social norms and peer effects are proved to be effective for incentivizing pro-environmental behaviors if
appropriately incorporated.

3. I-Green System Design

3.1. Architecture of I-Green

I-Green is a consortium blockchain, deployed and bootstrapped by a community committee
(government or civil organization). All households in the community can join I-Green as consumer
nodes, while only prosumers with registered electricity generation equipment and smart meters become
prosumer nodes. The community committee conducts authorization for I-Green. An authorized participant
gets a pair of keys (public key and private key) to access I-Green system. Participants (consumer nodes and
prosumer nodes) use public keys to represent their identities on I-Green, without revealing their physical
identities among each other. Electricity generation and consumption data of residents are uploaded
through smart meters, encrypted and recorded on I-Green blockchain. Thousands of households in the
community can be connected through I-Green, collectively maintaining a transparent and immutable
record of renewable energy adoption. The architecture of I-Green is shown in Figure 1.

Igreencoins are designed as the native cryptocurrency of I-Green blockchain. They are created
and granted to prosumers when they feed renewable electricity into the grid, which is recorded
by smart meters automatically. Accordingly, each igreencoin is backed by one kWh of renewable
energy. Consumers without PV on their rooftops can buy igreencoins from prosumers who are
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willing to sell extra coins. Holding igreencoins is a proof of generation or consumption of renewable
energy. Igreencoins are only granted for injecting electricity into the grid, which will be transmitted
to and consumed by others. Self-consumed renewable generation is not rewarded with igreencoins,
since energy generation rather than consumption is encouraged.

Figure 1. An overview of I-Green system.

The operation of I-Green system is divided into successive phases, denoted by contribution
periods. At the end of each contribution period, all igreencoins created, earned or bought from others
retire, thus are no longer available for trading in following periods. The coin retirement mechanism
refrains the system from inflation.

Similar to the green certificate scheme, igreencoin trading is independent from transaction and
transmission of underlying electrical power. Therefore, I-Green system is applicable to different
physical situations of distributed generated electricity—either delivered to neighbors through
microgrid or sent back to the energy distributor by macrogrid.

3.2. Consensus Protocol—Proof of Generation

Consensus protocol is critical for a blockchain system. It is the rule governing how new valid blocks
are created and a consistent ledger is reached on a blockchain. There are various consensus protocols
deployed by different blockchain applications [45,46], such as proof of work (PoW), proof of stake (PoS),
delegated proof of stake (DPoS), and practical Byzantine fault tolerance (pBFT). Among them, Pow and
PoS are the primary and most popular protocols. Enlightened by them, many proof of X protocols are
proposed, such as proof of elapsed time, proof of burn, proof of activity, etc. The consensus protocol
essentially defines a voting scheme, for selection of the next bookkeeper. Under PoW, nodes (a.k.a. miners)
compete with each other to solve hash puzzles, and the first one who get a solution can create a new
block and spread it over the network. Instead of setting a puzzle-solving competition for bookkeeper
selection, PoS requires nodes to lock some coins into the network as stake. The proportion of a node’s
stake determines its chance of being selected to verify transactions and create a new block. Only if
the new block is accepted by the network, the verifier can get its staked coins back and collect reward,
which prevents it from falsifying data.

The consensus protocol to a great extend determines key performance of a blockchain,
including throughput, latency, scalability, security and efficiency [47,48]. As the consensus protocol
of Bitcoin, PoW is widely criticized for resource waste [49,50] and vulnerability to a 51% attack
(A 51% attack is that a miner controlling more than 51% of the computational power of the network is
able to create blocks of falsified transactions and invalidate blocks created by honest miners.) due to
the concentration of mining power. PoS, on the other hand, is more efficient than PoW in terms of
speeding up transactions and saving resource [51].
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Considering impacts of a consensus protocol on blockchain performance, requirements for the
consensus protocol of I-Green are summarized. First, it should be energy-efficient, as the ultimate goal
of I-Green system is to facilitate sustainability. Computationally extensive consensus protocols, such as
proof of work, should be avoided. In addition, I-Green system provides a platform for transactions,
thus it should be able to handle a certain amount of requests within an acceptable time. This imposes
throughput, latency and scalability requirements to the consensus protocol. Furthermore, security is a
significant factor for I-Green, as it involves many individuals and personal information.

Based on these requirements, a novel consensus protocol—proof of generation (PoG) is designed
for I-Green blockchain. It makes use of the electricity data submitted on I-Green. The consensus
process of PoG includes following steps:

1. Prosumer nodes voluntarily run for candidates. Based on submitted electricity data on I-Green in
last period, Top N nodes with highest feed-in generation become verification candidates.

2. A proposer is randomly selected among N candidates, who verifies transactions, creates a new
block, and broadcasts it to all candidates. If the selected proposer fails to response within the
waiting time T, a new proposer will be selected.

3. All candidates verify the new block and broadcast their confirmations to other candidates.
4. Candidates add the new block to the blockchain, if more than 2

3 N confirmations from other
candidates are received.

5. If the newly created block is not accepted by the majority of verification candidates, a new round
of consensus process will be initiated. The proposer of the invalid block is considered malicious
and will be banned from joining the verification candidates group.

The PoG protocol has several advantages:

1. On the contrary to PoW, which requires investment in mining machines and consumption of
energy, PoG requires investment in distributed energy generation. It benefits the environment,
instead of putting more pressure on it.

2. New coins on I-Green system are created from two sources—grant for renewables generation
and block reward for processing transactions. These two sources both provide motivation
for consumers to become prosumers, which is consistent with the goal of I-Green system for
promoting renewable energy adoption.

3. The transaction fee is not required, which renders the I-Green system more attractive
to participants.

4. In terms of security, the PoG protocol retains a certain level of randomness of verifiers
selection. The new block creator is randomly selected from top N nodes with highest feed-in
generation. First, the amount of feed-in electricity highly depends on both the weather and the
consumption during last round, which add randomness to who can enroll in the candidates
group. Furthermore, PoG randomly selects next block creator from verification candidates,
instead of choosing the one with highest feed-in generation. This selection mechanism mitigates
the risk of the system being controlled by a single entity. It shows advantage over PoW and PoS,
under which the probability of being selected can be predicted by nodes’ resource or stake. With more
system participants and a larger number of candidates N, the security of I-Green system can be
further improved.

3.3. Incentive Mechanism—Green Ratio Scheme

3.3.1. Design of the Green Ratio Scheme

According to the theories of social norm and peer effects reviewed in Section 2, individuals’ decisions
and behavior are impacted by the social norm and their peers, especially regarding activities that benefit
the public and the society. Combining the motivation effects of social norm and peer effects, and the
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transparency and reliability of blockchain technology, we design the green ratio scheme for I-Green
system. The green ratio scheme is a vehicle for attracting participants and motivating renewable energy
adoption. Green ratio is defined as the percentage of renewable energy in total energy consumption,
and it is calculated in terms of each household and of the community as a whole.

Community green ratio G =
Dr + Cr

C
(1)

Individual green ratio gi =
dri + cri

ci
(2)

In Equation (1), Dr is the amount of distributed renewable electricity fed into the grid by all
prosumers in that community, and can be measured by aggregate number of igreencoins held by all
participants of I-Green; Cr is the amount of renewable electricity supplied by utility companies; C is
the total consumption of the community. C = Dr + Cr + Cn, where Cn is the amount of non-renewable
electricity from suppliers. The proportion of renewables of centralized power supply α = Cr

Cr+Cn
.

In Equation (2), ci is the metered electricity consumption of household i (it would be assigned
a small number for feasibility if ci = 0.); dri and cri are amounts of distributed and centralized
renewable electricity consumption of household i. dri is measured by the amount of igreencoins
held by household i, as both self-made and purchased coins represent consumption of renewables.
cri is calculated proportionally as cri = α(ci − dri), since renewable electricity is either generated by
prosumers or provided by utility companies. As previously designed, the data of self-produced and
self-consumed electricity is not submitted on the I-Green system, and is not rewarded with igreencoins.

The data of individual and community green ratios are calculated and recorded automatically
on the I-Green blockchain ledger, based on generation and consumption data uploaded onto I-Green
system through smart meters. Green ratios are public data on I-Green blockchain, which are open to
all participants for the formation of the social norm and the functioning of peer effects.

3.3.2. Mechanisms of the Green Ratio Scheme

Community green ratio represents the average adoption rate of renewables among households in
the community, providing the social norm. Owing to the effect of social norm, residents subconsciously
compare their own ratios to that of their neighbors, and have the tendency to stay near the average
level. In other pro-environmental programs, the norms, such as consumption, waste or recycle data,
are provided by third parties. Whereas, green ratios are calculated and recorded on blockchain
as public data, under the witness of all participants. Thanks to the transparency and reliability of
blockchain technology, it accelerates the formation of a more visible and trustworthy social norm,
which has stronger behavior guiding effects.

The motivation mechanisms of the green ratio scheme are threefold:

1. Under the pressure of social norm, households with ratios lower than the community level tend
to improve their ratios by purchasing igreencoins, forming the demand of igreencoins.

2. Prosumers with above-average green ratios can sell their extra coins to others and make profits.
They are economically incentivized to earn more igreencoins by generating and feeding more
renewables, even their green ratios are already higher than the norm. Therefore, the green ratio
scheme avoids the boomerang effect of social norms, which states that people performing better
than the social norm have the tendency to retrograde.

3. To achieve a higher green ratio, a consumer also has choices of reducing consumption or becoming
a prosumer by installing solar panels. With more energy being saved and more prosumers joining
I-Green, the community green ratio will rise, which in turn sets a higher social norm level for
participating households to achieve.

With these mechanisms, the positive feedback between the social norm and renewable energy
adoption is constructed through the green ratio scheme, as shown in Figure 2. Households competitively
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improve their renewables proportions, realizing a higher community green ratio, which in turn further
motivates participants. Although self-consumed generation is not directly rewarded on I-Green system,
it benefits its owner by reducing metered consumption and improving the green ratio. Therefore, green ratio
scheme of I-Green also motivates self-sufficiency.

Figure 2. Effects of the green ratio scheme.

In addition to the passive peer effect (pressure from social norms or peers behaving better), the active
peer effect also plays a significant role for promoting renewables adoption. With information about benefits
and operation experience of DERs disseminating between PV owners and their neighbors, concerns of
some people could be mitigated, which increases the acceptance of DERs across the whole community.

3.3.3. A Reputation System Based on Green Ratio

Green ratios are calculated according to accumulated generation and consumption of electricity
during one contribution period. At the end of a contribution period, I-Green system records green ratios
as historical data on the blockchain ledger. Then the system resets data and initiates a new contribution
period. Retired igreencoins, together with historical green ratios, are locked up on the blockchain,
providing a permanent and immutable record of households’ contributions to the environment and
sustainable development.

A reputation system can be constructed based on the contribution record. Although physical
identities are kept private on I-Green, participants always have the choice to disclosure and prove
their identities with private keys. This option might be favorable to people who want to demonstrate
their efforts and contributions to renewable transition, and to prove that they are socially responsible.
Therefore, the contribution record provided by I-Green forms a reputation system, which households
can voluntarily join. Besides, the certain extent of trust built on the reputation system can be utilized
for verifier selection of the consensus protocol, to improve the efficiency of I-Green blockchain.

4. Simulation Configuration

To examine the performance and effectiveness of the designed I-Green system, it is simulated
with various blockchain settings and incentive intensities. The PoG consensus protocol is compared
with other typical protocols, including PoW, PoS, and a private blockchain, which functions similar to
a centralized system.

4.1. Simulation Environment and Structure

The simulation is conducted on a computer with following properties: operating system:
64-bit windows 10; RAM: 12GB; processor: Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-4590 CPU @3.30GHz 3.30 GHz.
The simulation is implemented with Python.

The structure of the simulation is shown in Figure 3. Each household is a node on I-Green blockchain,
with their electricity generation and consumption data submitted onto I-Green through smart meters.
Their bid and ask activities are simulated through order generation based on the green ratio scheme.
Orders are matched, and the corresponding transactions are broadcast to the network. The submitted
data, including electricity data and transaction data, are verified then recorded on the blockchain ledger,
according to the consensus protocol. The consensus protocol in simulation is switchable among PoG,
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PoW, PoS, and a private blockchain. The blockchain ledger stores accounts and balances, and historical
data. The details of each simulation component are explained in following sections.

Figure 3. Simulation structure.

Simulated scenario is the deployment of I-Green in a community during 30 consecutive days.
I-Green is initiated by the community committee, then households register on the system, getting pairs of
private and public keys for access. On each day of the simulated period, following activities are conducted:

1. Households (nodes) submit daily electricity consumption and generation data onto I-Green,
according to which new igreencoins are created and granted, and green ratios are
calculated automatically;

2. Nodes read green ratios of their peers and the community from the blockchain ledger and make
bid or ask orders, which is impacted by the intensity of the green ratio scheme;

3. Orders are collected in an order book and matched by the validation node;
4. Matched orders are submitted to the network as pending transactions, and outstanding orders

are canceled;
5. According to the consensus protocol (PoG, PoW, PoS, or a private blockchain), verification nodes

collectively verify electricity data and transaction data, and record them on the blockchain ledger;
6. Transactions are settled, and balances of accounts are updated.

4.2. Households and Electricity Data

Networks of a small, a medium and a large community, with 100, 1000, and 10,000 households,
respectively, are simulated. 30% of households in a community are prosumers, with PV systems or other
electricity generation equipment. Households register on I-Green as consumer nodes or prosumer nodes.

Based on previous methods for electricity data simulation [52–54], following factors are taken
into consideration for the simulation of electricity generation and consumption:

• Weather: it affects all households, as sunlight intensity impacts generation, and temperature
impacts consumption. It is assumed that sunlight intensity and temperature are independent.

• Capacity of solar panels: prosumers have different numbers of panels on their rooftops.
• Consumption habits: each household has its habit of electricity usage.
• Random factors: the consumption and generation of a node on each day are both affected by

random factors.
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The simulation of these factors are showed in Table 1.

Table 1. Variables simulation.

Variable Symbol Distribution Number of Simulated Values

Temperature T Normal(15, 5) 30
Sunlight intensity S Normal(15, 5) 30
Capacity of panels P Uniform(1, 50) 30/300/3000
Consumption habit C Normal(50, 20) 100/1000/10, 000

Random factor of consumption R1 Normal(0, 1) 3000/30, 000/300, 000
Random factor of generation R2 Normal(10, 1) 900/9000/90, 000

Consumption of node j on day i is affected by temperature of the day Ti, consumption habits of the
node Cj, and a random factor R1. It is simulated as: Consumptionij = 4Ti + 4Cj + R1 ∼ Normal(260,101).
The distribution of consumption is truncated to avoid negative values.

Generation of prosumer node j on day i is affected by sunlight intensity of the day Si, PV capacity of
the node Pj, and a random factor R2. It is simulated as: Generationij = 2Si + Pj + R2. The distribution is
also truncated for generating only positive values.

4.3. Simulation of Bid and Ask Activities

Ask and bid activities of participants are simulated under different intensities of the green ratio
scheme. It is assumed that distributed generation is the only source of renewables, thus green ratio is
calculated as the ratio of number of igreencoins to the consumption amount. The effect of green ratio
scheme is simulated through the norm factor. The norm factor is defined as the percentage of nodes
with lower-than-average green ratios that are willing to buy igreencoins to improve their green ratios.
It is a signal of how strong the impact of the social norm is on residents’ decisions. A higher norm
factor indicates that more households are motivated by the social norm to improve their green ratios.
The simulation runs for scenarios with norm factors equal to 10%, 50% and 90%, respectively.

A higher norm factor also implies a higher willingness to pay for igreencoins. Accordingly, bid price
and amount are simulated based on the norm factor and bidder’s deviation from the social norm—the
difference between her green ratio and the community green ratio, as in Equation (3). The base price is set
as 100. With a larger green ratio lag and a higher norm factor, bidders are willing to buy more igreencoins
with a higher price.

Green ratio lag = community green ratio − bidder’s green ratio

Bid price = base price + 10 × norm factor + 100 × Green ratio lag

Bid amount = (200 × norm factor + 1000)× Green ratio lag

(3)

On the asking side, it is assumed that nodes with green ratios greater than the community level
would like to sell their extra coins and put ask orders. The ask amount and price are simulated according
to Equation (4). The ask price is mainly determined by the base price of igreencoins and the norm factor,
since the demand will be higher with a higher norm factor. Additionally, a random factor is included to
reflect the preference of different offerers, which is set as an integer uniformly distributed in the range
of [0, 15]. The ask amount is positively related to the excess of offerer’s green ratio over the community
level, indicating that a household with a higher green ratio would like to sell more coins.

Ask price = base price + 10 × norm factor + a random factor

Ask amount = 100 + 100 × (offerer’s green ratio − community green ratio)
(4)

Orders are collected and matched by the validation node based on a price-amount priority.
Matched orders are submitted to the network as pending transactions for verification. Considering the
delay of transaction settlement on the blockchain, the call auction method is deployed by I-Green
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to avoid invalid transactions due to belated account update. It is assumed that each node submits
at most one order in each round, and outstanding orders are canceled at the end of that round.
Therefore, participants have a fresh start to make decisions in next round.

4.4. Simulation of a Private Blockchain

The private blockchain operates similar to a centralized system, where submitted electricity data,
orders and transactions are processed by a single entity. This entity maintains accounts, balances and the
ledger, which is stored in the form of chained blocks. Instead of setting a certain time interval between
blocks, creation of blocks is simulated in an event-driven manner. All the data broadcast to the blockchain
network, including electricity generation and consumption, orders, and transactions, are firstly added
into the pending pool. Only if all involved nodes complete their actions, the consensus process will start.
The validation nodes verify data in the pending pool and create a new block accordingly. This block
generation scheme is also employed in the simulation of other types of blockchains in the following.

4.5. Simulation of Proof of Generation

The number of verification candidates of PoG is set as 10. According to the record of generation
data submitted in the last round, top 10 prosumer nodes with highest generation become candidates,
and a verifier is randomly selected among them. Right after the initiation of the system, before prosumer
nodes submitting generation data, there is not any generation record. To bootstrap the system, it is
assumed that the community committee conducts the first round of verification. An alternative method
is randomly selecting a verifier from all registered prosumer nodes.

4.6. Simulation of Proof of Work

Under the PoW protocol, miners adjust their investment in mining machines and the utilization
rate, to maximize their profits from mining. The revenue of mining is determined by block reward and
coin price. The cost, on the other hand, includes electricity charge and opportunity cost of retaining the
machines. The probability of successfully mining a block depends on the competition among miners,
as in Equation (5). The game among miners, together with fluctuating prices of electricity and coin,
renders a dynamic mining market, where miners frequently leave and join. Therefore, the total hashing
power on the network and its distribution among miners keep changing. Since the hashing power
impacts the speed of solving the hash puzzle, the difficulty of hash puzzle is adjusted automatically
and periodically to maintain a certain average block creation time. Despite the complex interactions
and adjustments in PoW, miners work collectively to maintain the blockchain ledger on the whole.

Pr(miner i win mining) =
Hashing power of miner i

Hashing power of all miners
(5)

Without loss of evidence for analysis, an equilibrium mining situation is assumed for the
simulation of PoW: during the simulated period, the coin and electricity prices are steady, and the
difficulty level, total computational resource and miners’ shares of it are fixed. It is simulated that 10% of
nodes in the network are miners, and that their shares of hashing power follow a discrete uniform
distribution of [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Since it is the proportion of hashing power that determines the probability of
winning, the absolute value of hashing power is trivial. Given that all miners in the network are equally
connected to communication infrastructures, they receive all transaction requests and start mining at
the same time. In simulation, each miner is assigned with a certain number of threads, which equals to
its shares of computational resource. The hash puzzle is solved independently by all threads through
trial-and-error. Each miner’s mining time is measured by the least number of trials conducted by all
threads belonging to that miner. The fastest miner gets the chance to encapsulate pending transactions
into a new block and get the block reward. The block reward is set as 50 igreencoins.
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4.7. Simulation of Proof of Stake

By PoS protocols, nodes put their coins at stake to compete for the right of creating a new block.
In most PoS protocols, “coin age” instead of amount of staked coins is used as the criterion for
verifier selection in the consensus process. Coin age is the number of coins multiplied by duration
that coins have been held by the node, as in Equation (6). The chance of being selected to create a
new block is proportional to the coin age of staked coins. Once a node is chosen and a new block
is successfully created by it, the coin age of its staked coins is reset to zero. The “coin age” method,
therefore, avoids the situation that the wealthiest nodes in the network always win. The block reward
of simulated PoS is set as 50 igreencoins, same as that of PoW.

Coin age = number of coins × (staking time − the time that coins are received) (6)

Coins attained at different time have different coin ages. In practice, most PoS blockchains
require nodes to specify which coins they would like to put for stake. Without loss of the principle
of PoS, average coin age is utilized in the simulation. The average coin age of each node’s
all coins is calculated and updated along with their activities. In this way, nodes only need to
decide the amount of coins for stake, instead of specifying several certain coins. At any time
t, the average coin age of a node = t − average reception time. The calculation of average coin age is
explained in the case of node A, shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Coin age calculation-case of node A.

1. Receiving coins for the first time
Node A receives a0 coins at time t0. At any time t (t0 ≤ t ≤ t1), average coin age = t − t0, and total
coin age = a0(t − t0).

2. Receiving additional coins
Node A receives a1 coins at time t1. At any time t (t1 ≤ t ≤ t2), average reception time
ART1 = a0t0+a1t1

a0+a1
, average coin age = t − ART1, and total coin age = (a0 + a1)(t − ART1). It can

be examined that at time t1, total coin age = a0(t1 − t0), since newly received coins a1 do not
immediately contribute to total coin age.

3. Transferring out coins
Node A transfers a2 coins out at time t2. The amount of coins is deducted correspondingly, while the
average coin age remains the same. At any time t (t2 ≤ t ≤ t3), average coin age = t − ART1,
and total coin age = (a0 + a1 − a2)(t− ART1). The coin age of a2(t− ART1) is lost due to transferring
a2 coins to others.

4. Putting stake
Node A put a3 coins at stake at time t3. Coin age of staked coins =a3(t3 − ART1), which expires if
node A is selected as the verifier. Then the remaining total coin age = (a0 + a1 − a2 − a3)(t3 − ART1).
Since the amount of coins owned by node A is unaffected, average coin age is updated as
a0+a1−a2−a3

a0+a1−a2
(t3 − ART1), and average reception time ART2 = t3−average coin age = ART1 +

a3
a0+a1−a2

(t3 − ART1) = ART1 +
coin age of staked coins
number of owned coins . This is equivalent to moving the average

reception time from ART1 forward to ART2, with the amount of coin age surrendered by each
coin for the stake. At any time t (t > t3), average coin age = t − ART2, and total coin
age = (a0 + a1 − a2)(t − ART2).

It is assumed that nodes with more than 100 coins would like to put stake and run for the verifier.
The minimum and maximum number of staked coins are set as 10 and 100. It is simulated that each
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qualified node puts stake with a random number of coins between 10 and 100, and less than one-tenths
of its total coins amount. Nodes with staked coins become verification candidates, and the creator of
next block is selected among them. The probability of being selected is proportional to staked coin age,
as in Equation (7).

Pr(Candidate i be selected) =
Staked coin age of candidate i

Staked coin age of all candidates
(7)

Similar to the case of PoG, at the launch time of the I-Green system, nodes do not have any coins
to put stakes. The community committee initiates and bootstraps I-Green system. It conducts the first
round of verification and performs as a backup verifier—when there is not any other nodes putting
stakes, the committee node processes transactions. The committee node is assigned with pseudo-coins
for putting stakes in the simulation.

5. Simulation Results and Analysis

5.1. Market Activities

In this section, simulated market activities, including asking, biding, and transactions under
various intensities of the social norm and different consensus protocols are analyzed. Market liquidity
and effectiveness are also evaluated.

5.1.1. Effects of the Green Ratio Scheme

In a small community (100 households), as the norm factor varies (10%, 50%, 90%), I-Green is
firstly simulated on a private blockchain. Market activities are shown in Figures 5–7. Three line charts
in each figure, from top to bottom, represent number of orders/transactions, ask/bid/transaction size
(number of igreencoins) and daily average transaction price.

Comparing Figures 5–7, we can find that, with a higher norm factor, number of bid orders
and total bid size increase, implying that more participants are willing to buy more igreencoins.
The corresponding number of transactions and transacted amount of igreencoins are also raised.
The average price of igreencoin is pushed up by increased demand. The mean value of these variables
during the simulation period are shown in Table 2. It presents that the market is more active when the
norm factor is higher.

Figure 5. Market of 100 nodes on private blockchain, norm factor = 10%.
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Figure 6. Market of 100 nodes on private blockchain, norm factor = 50%.

Figure 7. Market of 100 nodes on private blockchain, norm factor = 90%.

Table 2. Mean of market variables, 100 nodes, private blockchain.

Norm Factor
Number of Size of

Price SD (Green Ratios)
Bid Ask Transactions Bid Ask Transactions

10% 7 30 12 847 4105 847 102.27 0.27
50% 34 30 44 2468 3585 2077 108.51 0.15
90% 64 29 56 4295 3391 2360 113.12 0.13

The last column of Table 2 shows the standard deviations (SD) of participants’ green ratios at the
end of the simulation period. The statistics of green ratios under different norm factors (10% and 50%)
during the simulated period are shown in Figures 8 and 9. Detailed distributions of participants’ green
ratios during 4 trading days are presented as an example, in Figure A5 in Appendix A.2. The ultimate
goal of I-Green system is to promote distributed electricity generation for renewable transition. To realize
that goal, environmental consciousness of the public need to be enhanced and more residents should be
involved. A lower standard deviation signifies that individuals’ green ratios are more evenly distributed,
and that residents are involved more equally in adopting renewable energy. Consistent with the influence
on market activities, a higher norm factor drives more consumers to buy igreencoins to improve their
green ratios, resulting in a smaller standard deviation. Furthermore, the norm factor impacts the speed of
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SD to approach the stable value. Comparing Figures 8 and 9, we can find that it takes about 15 days to
reach a SD = 0.27 when norm factor = 10%, while only 6 days to reach a SD = 0.15 when norm factor = 50%.

Figure 8. Statistics of daily individuals’ green ratios, norm factor = 10%.

Figure 9. Statistics of daily individuals’ green ratios, norm factor = 50%.

5.1.2. Synergy Effect of PoG

Simulated market activities on I-Green with PoG protocol are shown in Figures 10–12, as norm
factor = 10%, 50% and 90%, respectively. Table 3 displays the mean value of market variables and
standard deviations of green ratios approached at the end of the simulation period.

Compared to market situations on a private blockchain, the employment of PoG animates the market,
when norm factor is high enough (50% and 90%). Bid and transaction amount in Figures 11 and 12
are larger, in contrast to that in Figures 6 and 7, correspondingly. More vivid market activities are also
confirmed by Table 3, where transaction amount and average price are higher than that in Table 2,
when norm factor = 90%. However, with a small norm factor (10%), the reinforcement effect of PoG does
not appear, since the market activities do not increase and the standard deviation of green ratios is higher,
compared to that on a private blockchain.

Figure 10. Market of 100 nodes on PoG blockchain, norm factor = 10%.
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Figure 11. Market of 100 nodes on PoG blockchain, norm factor = 50%.

Figure 12. Market of 100 nodes on PoG blockchain, norm factor = 90%.

Table 3. Mean of market variables, 100 nodes, PoG blockchain.

Norm Factor
Number of Size of

Price SD (Green Ratios)
Bid Ask Transactions Bid Ask Transactions

10% 6 30 12 814 4184 814 102.29 0.29
50% 34 29 43 2524 3520 2115 108.96 0.16
90% 64 29 57 4471 3417 2437 112.88 0.14

This result can be explained by the principle of PoG protocol. PoG grants validation rights to
prosumers, by which they receive more coins as block reward. On one hand, issuing more coins for
validation raises up the community green ratio, further driving participants to improve their personal
ratios. On the other hand, PoG favors prosumers and amplifies their advantages, leaving a larger gap
for consumers to catch up with. However, when the norm factor is low, participants have insufficient
tendency to achieve the social norm. Neither a higher community green ratio nor a larger difference
between prosumers and consumers can lead more households to buy igreencoins. Therefore, there is a
synergy between PoG and the green ratio scheme. The combination of PoG and the green ratio scheme is
able to enhance the effectiveness of I-Green system, getting more households involved in the renewables
adoption. The synergy effect can be strengthened by increasing the block reward of PoG, which is
currently set as 50 igreencoins. As shown in Table 4, bid and transaction amount increase when block
reward of PoG is marked up to 100 igreencoins. Whereas, it also widens the gap between prosumers and
consumers, resulting in a higher dispersion of participants’ green ratios.

The increase of prosumers’ percentage in the community is simulated. Table 5 demonstrates market
variables of the situation with 60% prosumers. Compared to the situation of 30% prosumers shown in
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Table 3, the increase of prosumers achieves similar activeness and liquidity of the market. The synergy
effect of the PoG and the motivation effect of the green ratio scheme, therefore, are sustained with the
scaling of prosumers.

Table 4. Mean of market variables, 100 nodes, PoG blockchain, block reward = 100.

Norm Factor
Number of Size of

Price SD (Green Ratios)
Bid Ask Transactions Bid Ask Transactions

10% 5 30 10 741 4240 741 102.29 0.31
50% 35 28 46 2710 3462 2242 109.18 0.17
90% 65 28 57 4700 3369 2550 113.35 0.14

Table 5. Mean of market variables, 100 nodes, 60 prosumers, PoG blockchain.

Norm Factor
Number of Size of

Price SD (Green Ratios)
Bid Ask Transactions Bid Ask Transactions

10% 5 49 11 943 6393 943 101.76 0.34
50% 27 44 49 2875 5236 2750 108.04 0.16
90% 51 42 73 4218 4807 3316 113 0.14

Market variables of simulated PoW and PoS blockchains are shown in Tables 6 and 7, with detailed
market activities presented in Appendices A.4 and A.5. Compared to the situation on a private blockchain,
I-Green with PoW has a similar market liquidity, but a slightly higher standard deviation of green
ratios. This results from the fact that PoW issues new coins to miners, a group of pre-selected nodes
at the beginning of the simulation, which enlarges the difference of their green ratios to that of others.
PoS slightly improves market liquidity, as it realizes a small increase of transaction amount compared to
the private blockchain. New coins granted to verifiers in PoS expand the circulation and raise up the
community green ratio, which in turn motivates more trading activities. In summary, neither PoW nor
PoS achieves the same scale of improvement of market activeness as PoG does.

Table 6. Mean of market variables, 100 nodes, PoW blockchain.

Norm Factor
Number of Size of

Price SD (Green Ratios)
Bid Ask Transactions Bid Ask Transactions

10% 6 30 11 759 4127 759 102.22 0.27
50% 35 30 46 2555 3557 2159 108.66 0.15
90% 63 29 57 4303 3384 2380 112.95 0.15

Table 7. Mean of market variables, 100 nodes, PoS blockchain.

Norm Factor
Number of Size of

Price SD (Green Ratios)
Bid Ask Transactions Bid Ask Transactions

10% 7 31 12 872 4223 871 102.31 0.27
50% 34 30 44 2578 3569 2110 108.69 0.16
90% 63 29 57 4275 3443 2413 112.9 0.12

The simulation results of a medium (1000 households) and a large (10, 000 households) community
on I-Green (with PoG protocol) and on a private blockchain are shown in Appendix B. The motivation
effect of the green ratio scheme and the synergy effect of PoG are maintained with the expanding of
the community.
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5.2. Blockchain Performance

In this section, vital performance metrics of I-Green as a blockchain system are evaluated and
analyzed, including its efficiency, scalability and security. The performance of proof of generation
protocol is compared with that of proof of work and proof of stake protocols.

5.2.1. Efficiency and Scalability

Table 8 presents average processing time of a block on four kinds of blockchains. It counts
the time consumed by record-keeping procedures, including verifier selection, new blocks creation,
and transactions settlement. Since these processes are streamlined in the simulation, the time
consumption primarily reflects the operation cost. On a small network (100 nodes), the cost of PoG is
similar to that of a private blockchain. With the scaling up of the network (1000 nodes and 10,000 nodes),
the cost of PoG approximately increases linearly, being slightly larger than the cost of a private blockchain.
PoG costs less than PoS, and the advantage is enlarged with the expanding of the network. This is caused
by the more efficient verifier selection of PoG, as it does not require putting stakes or calculating coinage.
PoW dramatically augments the operation cost. Given the difficulty level (A chance of 10% to solve the
puzzle in each trial) and amounts of miners (10% of nodes) set in the simulation, operation costs of PoW
are about 250 times, 2700 times and 23,000 times of the costs of PoG on a small, a medium and a large
network, respectively. PoW is designed deliberately to be time-consuming and energy-consuming for
synchronization and security, thus it is dilemmatic to improve its performance. The simulation confirms
that PoW is not eligible for I-Green, which has been theoretically discussed in Section 3.2.

Table 8. Average time consumption of record-keeping.

Network Scale Norm Factor Private PoG PoW PoS

100 nodes
10% 0.0002 0.0002 0.0610 0.0004
50% 0.0002 0.0003 0.0653 0.0003
90% 0.0003 0.0003 0.0662 0.0004

1000 nodes
10% 0.0015 0.0017 5.2219 0.0021
50% 0.0017 0.0022 6.1665 0.0027
90% 0.0019 0.0023 5.4767 0.0029

10,000 nodes
10% 0.0139 0.0214 494.1516 0.0264
50% 0.0185 0.0234 543.9691 0.0377
90% 0.0202 0.0259 561.3231 0.0355

All electricity and transaction data during the simulation period are recorded on I-Green ledgers.
Figures A4, A7 and A11 in Appendix A display sample segments of the simulated private, PoG and PoW
blockchain ledgers. The content of PoS ledger is similar to that of PoG. Size of four kinds of blockchain
ledgers are shown in Table 9. The size of a block is mainly determined by amount of transaction data
encapsulated in it, thus the size of a simulated blockchain depends on total amount of market activities
during the simulation period. It can be found from Table 9 that, at each network scale, blockchain size
slightly increases with a higher norm factor, while it is almost invariant in terms of different protocols.
The required storage space for the complete ledger increases linearly with the expanding of the
network, reflecting linear increase of transaction amount.

Table 9. Size of blockchain ledgers (KB).

Network Scale Norm Factor Private PoG PoW PoS

100 nodes
10% 295 296 297 297
50% 314 316 318 316
90% 322 324 325 324

1000 nodes
10% 2963 2969 2967 2969
50% 3195 3199 3200 3198
90% 3286 3292 3292 3291

10,000 nodes
10% 30,442 30,423 30,430 30,434
50% 33,071 33,077 33,080 33,080
90% 34,138 34,131 34,139 34,129
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The block generation is simulated in an event-driven manner, without specific block interval or
limit on the block size. Block interval and block size are design decisions influenced by data transmission
capacity of communication infrastructures, for consistency of a distributed system. Once the block
interval and block size limit are determined, system throughput can be estimated by Equation (8),
and system latency can be evaluated according to Equation (9).

Blockchain throughput ≈ block size limit
average size of one transaction record × block interval

(8)

Blockchain latency ≈ average amount of pending transactions
blockchain throughput

(9)

5.2.2. Security

I-Green blockchain is a distributed system, maintained collectively by participants according to the
consensus protocol. Accordingly, the security of I-Green significantly depends on its consensus protocol.
Consensus protocols of distributed networks are essentially voting rules, by which an agreement is
reached among the majority of participants. Different protocols employ different forms of voting power,
such as computational resource of miners in PoW and staked coins of verifiers in PoS. If the majority
of voting power is controlled by a single entity, it can dominate the decision-making process of the
network and act in the best interest of itself, instead of the whole network. Since concentration of voting
power imposes higher attack risk to blockchains, a secure blockchain consensus protocol should retain
a certain degree of decentralization and randomness of the verification right. Therefore, we measure
the safety of I-Green with different protocols based on verifiers’ distributions.

Since verifiers are chosen according to certain resources (electricity generation in PoG,
computational power in PoW and staked coins in PoS), verifiers’ distributions are similar under different
norm factors. Taking the situation of a small network when norm factor = 10% as an example, we present
distributions of validation under three kinds of protocols in Figures 13–15. These figures show the verifiers
group and number of validations (number of created blocks) conducted by each of them. PoS has the most
disperse verifiers group, as any node with coins can run for validation candidates on PoS blockchains.
Miners’ verification times on the PoW blockchain present linear correlation with their proportion of
hashing power, which confirms PoW’s vulnerability to the concentration of computational resource.
The desired situation of a PoW blockchain is that each participant has a small and similar amount of
computation resource, while it is hard to realize in practice [55,56].

The security of PoG can be improved with a larger group of prosumers or verification candidates.
The number of candidates, N is set as 10 in the simulation of PoG blockchain. The distribution of validations
when N = 30 is shown in Figure 16. Compared to Figure 13, verification right of PoG is more decentralized
with a larger candidates’ group. On the other hand, the situation of 60% prosumers is simulated, and the
result in Figure 17 proves that a higher level of security could be achieved with the increase of prosumer
nodes in the network. This is a desired situation, since it is consistent with the goal of the I-Green system
to turn more consumers into prosumers.

Figure 13. Verification distribution of PoG.
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Figure 14. Verification distribution of PoW.

Figure 15. Verification distribution of PoS.

Figure 16. Verification distribution of PoG, N = 30.

Figure 17. Verification distribution of PoG, 60% prosumers.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the I-Green system is designed and the effectiveness and efficiency are evaluated
through a simulation approach. I-Green is a blockchain-based individual green certificates recording
and trading system, for promoting distributed generation. It directly involves individual prosumers and
consumers, who are not engaged or disadvantaged in conventional green certificates markets. Basing on
the theories of social norm and peer effect, and leveraging the transparency and immutability of blockchain
technology, we design igreencoin as the cryptocurrency, and the green ratio scheme as the incentive
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mechanism of I-Green. A novel blockchain consensus protocol, proof of generation (PoG), is particularly
designed to synergize the green ratio scheme and improve the efficiency of blockchain.

I-Green system is simulated with different blockchain configurations and varying intensities of the
green ratio scheme. Simulated market activities and corresponding green ratios prove the motivation
effect of the green ratio scheme. Market is more active with a higher intensity of the incentive scheme,
reflecting that more residents are involved in trading igreencoins for adopting renewable energy.
Simulation of I-Green with PoG protocol demonstrates its synergy effect—when the intensity of the
green ratio scheme is high enough, the incorporation of PoG improves the market liquidity. Simulations of
proof of work (PoW) and proof of stake (PoS) protocols do not present the synergy effect as strong as PoG
has. According to simulation results, both the green ratio scheme and the PoG protocol are still effective
for motivating igreencoins trading as the network scales up from 100 nodes to 10,000 nodes.

Key system properties of I-Green are examined and compared to that of PoW, PoS and
private blockchains. The simulation indicates that PoG is more efficient and scalable than PoS and
PoW protocols, and that its security can be improved, with more prosumers joining the network.
Overall, the simulation provides evidence that I-Green blockchain, with the cryptocurrency igreencoin,
green ratio scheme and proof of generation protocol, is an effective and efficient system for promoting
distributed renewable energy.

In the design and deployment of blockchains, decisions about configuration options need to
be made. Blockchain simulator constructed in this research can be modified to simulate different
use cases with blockchain design alternatives, which could provide insights for system performance
improvement. Therefore, the simulation framework of this research has potential for facilitating study
and test of blockchain applications in broader areas.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ICT Information communication technology
DERs Distributed energy resources
DESS Distributed energy storage system
PV Photovoltaic
RECs Renewable energy certificates
TGCs Tradable green certificates
PoW Proof of work
PoS Proof of stake
DPoS Delegated proof of stake
pBFT Practical Byzantine fault tolerance
PoG Proof of generation
SD Standard deviation
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Appendix A. Simulation Results of a Small Community

Appendix A.1. Simulated Electricity Data of 100 Nodes

Figure A1. Statistics of daily consumption of 100 nodes.

Figure A2. Statistics of daily generation of 100 nodes.

Figure A3. Daily total generation, total consumption of 100 nodes and community green ratio.
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Appendix A.2. Simulation Results of 100 Nodes on a Private Blockchain

Figure A4. A segment of private blockchain ledger, 100 nodes, norm factor = 10%.

Figure A5. Change of green ratios’ distribution through trading, norm factor = 90%.
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Figure A6. Statistics of daily individuals’ green ratios, norm factor = 90%.

Appendix A.3. Simulation Results of 100 Nodes on PoG Blockchain

Figure A7. A segment of PoG blockchain ledger, 100 nodes, norm factor = 10%.

Figure A8. Statistics of daily individuals’ green ratios, norm factor = 10%.
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Figure A9. Statistics of daily individuals’ green ratios, norm factor = 50%.

Figure A10. Statistics of daily individuals’ green ratios, norm factor = 90%.

Appendix A.4. Simulation Results of 100 Nodes on PoW Blockchain

Figure A11. A segment of PoW blockchain ledger, 100 nodes, norm factor = 10%.
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Figure A12. Market of 100 nodes on PoW blockchain, norm factor = 10%.

Figure A13. Market of 100 nodes on PoW blockchain, norm factor = 50%.

Figure A14. Market of 100 nodes on PoW blockchain, norm factor = 90%.
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Figure A15. Statistics of daily individuals’ green ratios, norm factor = 10%.

Figure A16. Statistics of daily individuals’ green ratios, norm factor = 50%.

Figure A17. Statistics of daily individuals’ green ratios, norm factor = 90%.

Appendix A.5. Simulation Results of 100 Nodes on PoS Blockchain

Figure A18. Market of 100 nodes on PoS blockchain, norm factor = 10%.
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Figure A19. Market of 100 nodes on PoS blockchain, norm factor = 50%.

Figure A20. Market of 100 nodes on PoS blockchain, norm factor = 90%.

Figure A21. Statistics of daily individuals’ green ratios, norm factor = 10%.
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Figure A22. Statistics of daily individuals’ green ratios, norm factor = 50%.

Figure A23. Statistics of daily individuals’ green ratios, norm factor = 90%.

Appendix B. Simulation Results of a Medium and a Large Community on Private and
PoG Blockchain

Table A1. Mean of market variables, 1000 nodes, PoG blockchain.

Norm Factor
Number of Size of

Price SD (Green Ratios)
Bid Ask Transactions Bid Ask Transactions

10% 65 301 124 7923 40,292 7923 102.06 0.25
50% 348 291 462 24,887 34,580 20,474 108.75 0.12
90% 631 290 601 41,084 33,659 23,285 112.99 0.11

Table A2. Mean of market variables, 10,000 nodes, PoG blockchain.

Norm Factor
Number of Size of

Price SD (Green Ratios)
Bid Ask Transactions Bid Ask Transactions

10% 625 3001 1204 78,877 403,956 78,877 102.05 0.25
50% 3463 2938 4703 248,602 349,550 212,507 108.85 0.13
90% 6307 2916 6093 413,229 339,149 240,766 113.12 0.11

Table A3. Mean of market variables, 1000 nodes, private blockchain.

Norm Factor
Number of Size of

Price SD (Green Ratios)
Bid Ask Transactions Bid Ask Transactions

10% 62 302 118 7581 40,327 7581 101.98 0.25
50% 344 292 460 24,285 34,703 20,341 108.65 0.13
90% 630 292 595 41,088 33,847 23,088 112.95 0.11
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Table A4. Mean of market variables, 10,000 nodes, private blockchain.

Norm Factor
Number of Size of

Price SD (Green Ratios)
Bid Ask Transactions Bid Ask Transactions

10% 641 3000 1233 80,385 403,390 80,385 102.09 0.25
50% 3465 2936 4699 248,472 349,593 212,424 108.87 0.13
90% 6300 2914 6105 412,533 339,005 241,203 113.12 0.11
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